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Nova is an educational programme for children with complex communication
needs accompanying physical disabilities. We are located in Pretoria East. Our
children express themselves using a combination of natural methods and
alternative communication technologies. At Nova we believe that every child
has something to say; communication is more than the spoken word; and
everyone has the potential to learn.
Central to the Nova program is the idea of educating with AAC. This means
that we use AAC in all of our communication with our chiuldren. Learning
materials are developed with our children's complex communication needs in
mind. Each child's activities are directed according to their individualised
education plan (IEP).
Each day at Nova is a structured adventure! Each learning opportunity is
carefully designed to ensure that we are constantly working towards our goal of
developing language, literacy and communication.

Love - Patience - Perseverance

Nova Service Lines 2022
Nova School offers three service lines to AAC users:
1 Face-to-Face Learning
Our campus in Pretoria East offers a day-programme to children between the ages of 4
and 10 years with complex communication needs accompanying physical disabilities.
Day Fees R6,500.00/month
Drop-off between: 07:00 and 08:00
Pick-up at 14:00

2 Satellite Learning
Our online learning programme follows the themes of main campus and is ideal for
learners who live far away or are unable to attend face-to-face class. Daily support for athome learning facilitators is offered by our principal and classroom lead. Satellite learners
are encouraged to join classes over zoom.
Satellite Fees R3,750.00/month

3 Stations Programme
Our stations programme brings the Nova curriculum and AAC materials into other
schools. One group is a maximum of 5 children.
Stations Fee R5000/month per group of 5 (R1000 per child)
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